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Discussion Topics
• What are the common silos in Pharma company

• How were they created

• What are problems that silos cause

• How can we break down the silos through the 
use of technology

• What are the benefits of breaking down the silos
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Silos Inside the Organization
What are the common Silos in Pharma?

Marketing SalesManaged 
Markets

TradeRegulatory Other 
Functions

Medical 
Affairs
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Silos Outside the Organization
What are the common Silos in Pharma?
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/Consumer 

Associations

Government Payers, PBM, 
Employers

Pharmacies, 
Pharmacy 

Buyers

Other 
stakeholders
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How did Pharma Organizations Develop Silos?
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Inside vs Outside Factors

Factors Outside the Organization

The industry has long been a business-to-
business system of silos—healthcare 
providers, insurers, drug makers, med tech 
companies, for example— connected by 
contracting models and payment and 
largely isolated from consumers. These 
powerful forces buffeting the system—
from consumerism to new entrants to 
tech—are knocking these silos down  

- PWC Health Research Institute  12/2015 Article New health 
Economy

Factors Inside the Organization

The disconnect between sales and 
marketing has caused a proliferation of 
numerous silos throughout the 
pharmaceutical organization way beyond 
just sales and marketing. Other groups 
like managed markets, medical affairs, 
and research and development are all 
working in their own separate silos, out-
of-touch with the rest of the 
organization, not talking, not 
collaborating. 

Veeva White Paper – The Integration of Sales and Marketing

How did Pharma Organizations Develop Silos?
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Limited visibility
With multiple little islands managing information and building their own 
stores of business intelligence, however, these companies have limited 
visibility into their overall processes and how their interdependencies 
impact the bottom line. Each group typically maintains its borders and 
doesn’t extend beyond its specific purview.  
Overcoming operational Silos in Pharma Revenue Management, 7/2013.. John Smith  in Pharmaceutical Commerce

As the demand for pharmaceutical innovation accelerates, companies 
are becoming increasingly attuned to the challenges that they must 
overcome to keep up with the demand. And as data analytics becomes 
an increasingly critical component of pharma innovation, the problem 
of data silos stands out as a barrier urgently in need of attention.”  
Gunjan Bhardway, CEO Innoplexus “How Eliminating Data Silos will Decoratize Pharms”

“Silos — and the turf 
wars they enable –
devastate organizations. 
They waste resources, 
kill productivity, and 
jeopardize the 
achievement of goals.”

- Patrick Lencioni, Workplace 
productivity specialist 

What are the problems silos cause?
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Silos increase resource costs, legal costs, and your audit costs. It 
also increases the risks associated with regulatory compliance and 
increase the risk of potential failures in other initiatives.

Many benefits arise from eliminating departmental silos.

• The most critical part is that you are going to save money.

• You will also improve processes and add value to existing 
operations.

Overall, you are going to create an environment of trusted data 
that is complete, consistent, correct and accessible to everyone in 
the organization.

The biggest 
problem with 
silos is that there 
is no single 
source of truth 
for enterprise 
information.

What are the problems silos cause?

Increase all of your costs
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Solving the Silo problem
The new environment for pharma manufacturers means that their business processes and data-driven 
insight into those processes are inextricably linked. Companies need to recognize the interdependencies 
of downstream and upstream processes, and as a result, take an enterprise approach to core functions of 
master data, contracts, transaction management, and compliance. An integrated approach leads to more 
effective and efficient analysis and supports better decision making. 
Overcoming operational Silos in Pharma Revenue Management, 7/2013.. John Smith Revitas in Pharmaceutical Commerce

How to break down Silos in Pharma Organizations

Integrated 
approach
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Achieving a Holistic, Multichannel Enterprise

Holistic Point of View
Working without silos in a cross-
functional way is the only way to be 
really holistic: around the data 
sources we use, around proper 
collaboration, or looking across the 
lifecycle and starting at Phase II. Stop 
pretending and actually do it!” 

Kantar Health  Mark Sales – Is Pharmaceutical Brand Marketing Dead?

Multichannel Enterprise
Multichannel is much more than a 
proliferation of channels - it's an 
opportunity to look at multiple 
stakeholders, the experience an 
organization creates and understand 
where and how they interact. It's 
essential that all available channels are 
integrated. This is misaligned with 
pharma's long-established penchant for 
working in silos - and just one of a 
number of fundamental factors that 
pharma must address if it's to reap the 
rich rewards of multichannel.

PM Live Changing the game in Multichannel marketing  Chris Ross  2/19/16

What are the benefits of breaking down silos?
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Merging and Presenting Data for Successful Launch

Field Intelligence through Profiling
Empowering the rep to continue communication, tracking of calls and interactions allow for 
tactful engagement while lowering the time spent for pre-call planning. At any moment, a rep can 
track their status of new and returning prescriptions for each product or drug in their portfolio, 
down to the healthcare facility or account of their choosing. 

Market Research 
The power of real-time analytics and data becomes undeniable when the information can be 
provided in one seamless location available on-the-go. 

Instant feedback
The existence of real time data and the natural ease-of-use of the platform allowed 
representatives to hit the ground running quickly, and show immediate impact.

Targeting Research
Having sales and target information, product information, account contracts, all leveraged by 
easy access reporting of important company and account information via ERP and MDM 
integrations, not only empowers the sales reps, but empowers the entire company when 
transferring and reporting on company metrics.

What are the benefits of breaking down silos?
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Questions And Comments
Thank You.
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